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INDRODUCTION

Mathematical modelling of exogenous processes is one of promising directions of applied researches in geomorphology and geoecology. Successful variants of models allow predicting a direction and intensity of exogenous processes
with high accuracy and to avoid the financial outlays connected with monitoring
researches. Development of methods of computer modelling, considerable volume of the saved up information on development factors of exogenous processes
define a wide variety of model variants. Their creation and use assume the compromise between accuracy and complexity. Accuracy of results of modelling depends on the quantity of the considered factors and interrelations between them.
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On the one hand, the use of larger number of factors and careful investigation of
their interrelations approach the results to real characteristics of natural processes; on the other – increase complexity of modelling, an expense for data acquisition, complicate work with model. The correlation between accuracy of results and simplicity of model is different depending on the modelling purposes.
From this point of view the roughest approaches are ‘universal models’: models
of N. N. Maslov (1968) and K. Terzagi (1964) – for an estimation of landslide
stability; models of V. M. Lohtin (1897) and N. I. Makkaveev (1955) – for an estimation of riverbank resistance to washout. Universal models reflect basic relations between the most typical factors of a process, but objectively they have
limited application. Rather convenient in the comparison of the intensity of processes in high rank geosystems, the results of modelling appear approximate for
an estimation of local conditions. Influence of local conditions changes a role of
factors, their weight value. In this paper the other approach is more often used.
The necessity of solving the applied engineering problems connected with relief
stability, the forecast about deformation intensity demands the use of greater
number of factors for calculation, and the complexity of physical description of
process – the use of semi-empirical variants of models. Their adequacy is spatially limited because of a variety of local conditions. For modelling of intensity
of exogenous processes at the regional level (for example, a river stretch of tens
and hundreds kilometres or raised plain) various approaches are used, among
which the spatial analysis of factors of process development seems to be the
most promising. The analysis purpose is to select leading factors by superimposing of maps (traditional or digital) or by means of mathematical statistics. Means
of the mathematical description of factors are dimensionless criteria. The last –
the variants of universal models “adapted” for regional conditions. As a result of
the analysis of the original assumption some degree of uncertainty reveals as unequivocal dependence between the intensity of the process and a factor state in
many cases is not found. A modelling result is the definition of probabilities of
process development through the comparison of conditions of factors. We
considered the possibilities of such approach in solving problems of an
estimation of landslide stability of slopes and riverbank resistance to erosion in
some territories of the Bryansk district.
MODELLING OF LANDSLIDE STABILITY OF SLOPES

Specificity of modelling of landslide processes is connected with long development in time of this kind of slope deformations. Time in which the stability
of a ground mass decreases to the values at which a landslip can occur, is esti-
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mated in tens (for large landslips – hundreds) years (Kuntzel 1980). Cracks in
ground and buildings located close to a slope edge appear only before the beginning of mass displacement of a rock block. In the absence of obvious signs of deformation the forecast about landslide development appears uncertain. The satisfactory model describing the decrease of slope stability in time does not exist. It
is difficult to describe mathematically the fatigue deformations even of homogeneous materials and the more so difficult those of three-phase system – ground
(Voznesensky 1999). For modelling of landslide processes in town-planning
practice there are used deterministic models considering two conditions of
a slope – stable and unstable. For the analysis of applicability borders of such
models and working out the methods of estimation of landslide stability we
selected the Bryansk Upland – the territory in the middle segment of the River
Desna, on its right bank.
THE CHAR AC TER I S TI C S O F T H E I N V E S T I G AT E D T E R R I TORY

The Bryansk Upland is a middle part of the River Desna basin. The main
feature of relief in this part of the basin is the alternation of raised places with
dense erosive network and rather flat lows with smaller density of erosion network. The variety of land configuration resulted from the territory situation in
the contact zone of three large relief forms: the Smolensk Upland (northern part
of territory), the Central Russian Upland (central part of territory), and the
Pridneprovsky lowland (southern part of territory). The relief of the Smolensk
Upland in this part is represented by raised plain (200–220 m) with average density of erosion network and the prevalence of smooth glacial and young erosion
forms. In the Upper Pleistocene the plain was in periglacial zone, and forms created by glacial activity in the Middle Pleistocene were considerably destroyed,
especially near large river valleys. In the central part of the basin, within the
Central Russian Upland, raised (250–275 m) plains with high density of erosion
network (to 2 km/km2) occur. Their surface is composed of loess-like and
non-carbonate loams. Raised areas are divided by relief depressions into rather
isolated fragments, among which there is the Bryansk height. In the southern
part of territory (Pridneprovsky lowland) low alluvial and glaciofluvial plains
strech.
The Bryansk Upland is the inclined plain isolated from the Central Russian
upland, but similar to it in general geological structure and development direction in the Upper Miocene-Quaternary time. The plain corresponds to
monocline, developed in the Upper Paleozoic, conditioning the relief features –
the surface height decreases from 200–220 m in the north and the northeast to
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180–190 m in the south and the southwest. The surface relief is non-uniform –
tectonic movements with amplitude of 20–40 m in the Upper Miocene-Quaternary time differentiated the plain area and led to a wide propagation of erosion
forms of relief. Bryansk is located on one of such local heights. In the north and
the east the height borders on low accumulation plains (Desninsky and
Zhukovsky) corresponding to tectonic depressions. The modern valley of the
River Desna is located along the axis of depressions. Differences in the rate of
a tectonic uplift in the Upper Miocene-Quaternary time define a difference
(50–70 m) between the heights of a watershed surface and the bottom of the
River Desna valley. Erosion forms are widespread on the slope surface occurring
between them. Within the city of Bryansk about 5–6 gullies and dry erosive-denudative valleys (áàëêà), more than 200–300 m long, occur along 1 km
of the slope of the River Desna valley.
The investigated territory represents a part of the Bryansk Upland with the
prevailing heights of 200–220 m, which adjoins the slope of the large River
Desna valley with the steepness values from 7 to 25 degrees. The depth of the
valley reaches 60 m. The valley slope, practically along its entire length, is protected from river erosion by the floodplain from several dozen to several hundred meters in width. The slope and the adjoining part of plain are dissected by
dry erosive-denudative valleys that are from several hundred meters to several
kilometers in length. The depth of dry erosive-denudative valleys in their middle
parts is 20–25 m; steepness of slopes is 20–45 degrees. Dry erosive-denudative
valleys dissect groundwater-bearing horizons. The slopes of the dry erosive-denudative valleys and valley are diversified by the occurrence of small
erosion forms, old and modern landslide deformations. The territory surface is
composed of loess-like silts deposits of the Upper Pleistocene. The average
thickness of its layer is 5.5 m. Marls (K2k+st), chalk and sandy chalk (K2t),
fine-grained sands and clayey sands (K1–2al+s), sandy clays (K1g-br) are exposed in
the slopes of erosion forms. The large city – Bryansk – is located in the northern
part of the territory (Lobanov 2003).
Climate of the territory is moderate-continental. Mean annual temperature is
5.5°C. The quantity of precipitation strongly fluctuates in time and in last decades is 650–750 mm. On the average 40% of precipitation falls in the summer.
Downpours, which are one of primary factors of soil erosion, are frequent. Many
years of observations indicate that the snow cover exists from the middle of December to the middle of March, but last years it is considerably less – since January to the middle of March. Thaw in the winter is frequent and the snow cover by
the end of winter has small thickness. Surface erosion by thaw water has a small
extent.
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RESULT S OF RESEARCH ON LANDSLIDE STABILITY

The estimation of landslide stability of slopes was made using the methods
of mathematical modelling. Numerous variants of landslide stability models
(Maslov 1968; Terzagi 1934; Tihvinskiy 1988; Landslides Hazard Mitigation
1995; Turner, Schuster 1996) consider the relation between the forces keeping
and shifting a block of rock on a sliding surface. For simplification of model the
interrelation of the forces is estimated within a strip of 1 m in width. Magnitude
of the forces keeping a block on a sliding surface is defined by engineering-geological characteristics of rocks – angle of internal friction and coupling. The
magnitude of the forces shifting a block is defined by angle of sliding surface inclination to horizon plane. An example is the calculation of landslide stability of
slopes in the model developed by Bishop A. W., Morgenstern N. R. (1960):
Ks =

å [c× l + (W ×cos a - U ×1)× tgj ]
,
åW ×sin a

(1)

Where: c – coupling, Pas; l – length of bottom arc of rock block, m;
W – weight of rock block, H; U – pore pressure, Pas; ö – angle of internal friction
of rock, degrees, a – angle of sliding surface inclination to horizon plane, degrees. We use one of the most widespread in Russia models for estimation of
landslide stability (Tihvinskiy 1988):
Ky =

å ( P ×cos a× tgj + c× l )
,
å ( P ×sin a)
i

(2)

i

Where: Pi – weight of rock block; a – angle of sliding surface inclination to
horizon plane, ö – angle of internal friction of rock, degrees; c – coupling, Pas;
l – length of bottom arch of rock block, m.
Models, as a matter of fact, are deterministic. At values Ks > 1, slope is considered to be stable. At Ks < 1 the weight of rock on a sliding surface is in unstable condition and the development of landslide deformations should be expected. In real conditions, when the values of factor are less than 1, slopes quite
often remain stable, though displacement, as appears from interrelation of
forces, should occur. Transition conditions in models are not considered.
Calculation on the basis of interrelation of forces has high degree of uncertainty of landslide stability magnitude with respect to concrete conditions.
Firstly, because of the contradiction described above. Secondly, because of the
uncertain position of sliding surface. Thirdly, the behaviour of all ground mass is
ambiguous at different relation between shifting and keeping forces in different
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parts of sliding surface. The developed variants of sliding surfaces are intended
for steep slopes or slopes of opencast mines. Generally, the longitudinal section
of a sliding surface represents a segment of the curve connecting the slope basis
and a point on watershed surface. In reality landslips develop on long, flat slopes
of average steepness only within their limits and do not affect watershed surface.
The average steepness of slopes of erosion forms in the investigated territory – river valleys, dry erosive-denudative valleys and gullies – does not exceed
30–40 degrees. The estimation of relation between keeping and shifting forces
on sliding surfaces, constructed for flat slopes and slopes of average steepness,
confirms the contradiction described above. According to mathematical models
the conditions for landslide development do not occur (values of stability factors
of 1.5–2.0) butt elements of landslips are clearly visible in relief (Photo 1.A).
The construction of adequate model for a real situation is connected with the
decrease of uncertainty in the forecast of landslide stability of slopes. Spatial
analysis of factors of landslide deformations development is used to solve the
problem. The following parameters of slopes are considered: height, steepness,
engineering-geological characteristics of rocks in the bottom part of slope that is
the origin place of landslide deformations. Characteristics are defined for 45
slopes, the parameters of which were distributed in 7 classes using the method
developed by Srarjess (Nekos et al. 1984). The height of slopes within the investigated site changes from 12 m – slopes of dry erosive-denudative valleys, to
50 m – slopes of the large river valley (the River Desna). Slopes of landslide activity occur in 6 of 7 classes of distribution. More often landslips deform the high
slope of the river valley, but they take also place on rather low slopes of dry erosive-denudative valleys. The height, thus, is not the factor determining the development of landslide deformations. The steepness of slopes in the examined territory changes in the 10–35 degrees range. Slopes with the steepness of 25–35
degrees are typical of upper parts of dry erosive-denudative valleys, and 10–25
degrees – of the river valley and lower parts of dry erosive-denudative valleys.
Landslide deformations are frequent on the slopes with the steepness to 20 degrees. The relation has received a satisfactory explanation after the analysis of
engineering-geological characteristics of the rocks composing slopes. Landslips
deformed strongly water-saturated slopes, in their bottom part composed of
fine-grained sand and clayey sands (K2s) or chalk (K2t), which are exposed in the
deepest erosion forms. In the upper parts of dry erosive-denudative valleys the
big steepness of slopes is combined with high durability of rocks (marls, chalk).
Distribution of landslide slopes in classes of rock durability corresponds to the
features of engineering-geological characteristics. The deformed slopes are
composed in their bottom parts of unstable grounds. As a result of the spatial
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analysis there are defined the features of slopes on which the development of
landslide deformations is the most possible – these are high, strong water-saturated slopes (Photo 1.B).
For the comparison of the conditions of factors of landslide deformations
development we proposed a criterion of landslide stability of slopes (Bastrakov,
Lobanov, 2003):
Ks =

c × tgj
,
( H × g )× tga

(3)

Where: c – coupling of rocks of a layer, kg/m2; ö – angle of internal friction
of rocks of a layer, degrees; Í – thickness of rocks of a layer, m; ã – weight by
volume of rocks of a layer, kg/m3; á – steepness of the bottom part of a slope, degrees.
The criterion does not describe the relation between the forces keeping and
shifting a block of rock, therefore has no formal limiting indicator of danger of
landslide deformations development. Its size characterizes relative probability
of landslide deformations development in territories affected by landslips and on
rather stable slopes with different morphometric characteristics and engineering-geological features of grounds composing them.
The described variant of model well corresponds to territorial distribution of
landslide stability of slopes. The probability of deformations increases with the
reduction of criterion value. Criterion values are divided by method of natural
groups in 7 classes: in the first class the slopes affected by landslips make 44%,
in the second – 10%, in the third – 5%; in 4–7 classes – landslips are absent. The
proposed model describes landslide stability of slopes in the examined territory
more adequately than traditional deterministic models of interrelation of forces.
MODELLING OF HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT OF RIVER CHANNELS

Modelling of horizontal displacement of river channels is based on the concept of relative stability of a channel. There are two approaches to estimating this
value. The first assumes the comparison of real (permissible) velocities of
a stream, in a channel cut in homogeneous grounds, to washing velocities
(Mirzhulava 1967; Goncharov 1962). A channel is displaced if the velocity of
a stream exceeds the washing velocity. The second approach – the comparison of
values of factors favouring (stream characteristics) and interfering (channel
ground characteristics) washout (Lohtin 1897; Makkaveev 1955; Velikanov
1948; Sedimentation research... 1993). Such models allow to establish relative
stability of sections of a channel, and to compare rivers and separate sections of
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rivers differing in the intensity of development of channel deformations. The
general feature of approaches is uncertainty regarding the intensity of channel
displacement. This fact limits the possibilities of their practical application. We
made works concerning applicability of different models of channel stability for
the middle River Desna (territory of Bryansk area). The length of the investigated section was 320 km.
DESCRIPTION OF T HE INVESTIGATED OBJECT

Within the investigated section the River Desna valley has wide Holocene
floodplain, frequently 30–40 times as wide as the channel and in places reaching
the width of 4–5 km. The floodplain height changes from 1.5 to 4.0 m over the
low water stage of the river and increases downstream. This rule is disrupted
there, where the river crosses local tectonic structures. The floodplain is composed of sandy-clayey sandy, and in places clayey sandy-silty deposits. Thickness of floodplain alluvium is normal, in some places a little above norm. Thickness increases downstream from 7–10 m (the upper part of the section), to 12 m
(the middle part of the section, near Bryansk), to 15 m (the lower part of the section) (Hevchenkov 1990). The floodplain structure defines free conditions of
channel deformations development and formation of meandering channel turning into rather rectilinear channel sections, located mostly where the river
approaches to high slopes of the valley.
Average long-term volume of runoff of the River Desna on the south boundary of the Bryansk district is 4.7 km3. Annual runoff fluctuates from 2.8 to
7.7 km3. Flood discharge is 6–7 times as high as low water discharge.
Mean annual discharge of the River Desna for the last decades (1988–2005)
was 89 m3/s (Bryansk water-gauging station). The runoff during spring flood increases from 46% in dry years to 60–70% in years abounding in water. From
21% to 30% of runoff flows during the summer-autumnal period, 10–15% – in
winter. In dry years about 50% of annual runoff flows during summer, autumn
and winter.
RESULT S OF RESEARCH ON CHANNEL STABILITY

The estimation of channel relative stability was carried out for 30 key sections. As key sections there were chosen free and adapted river bends of different
morphological type in the washout sections, being characteristic of a considerable part of the channel.
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For estimation of channel stability, the models considering the relation between factors favouring and interfering washout are used as the most proved theoretically. Channel stability is expressed by the following factors: Lohtin’s number (L), Makkaveev’s (Kc) factor of stability, and a complex index of stability
(F). The chosen variants of models are widely used in hydrology and geomorphology for the forecast about the intensity of channel deformations. Models set
intervals of values within the limits of which a channel is considered unstable,
rather steady or steady.
Lohtin’s number represents the relation between the average size of particles
d (mm), composing a channel bed, and the value of channel gradient H (m/km)
L = d/Í,
(4)
The factor of stability published by N. I. Makkaveev (1955), represents the
modified variant of Lohtin’s number. The additional factor, characterizing channel washout, is entered into Lohtin’s model – depth of a stream (h); gradient is
replaced with dimensionless value – incline (i).
Kc = d/hi,
(5)
The complex index of stability (F) (Sedimentation research... 1993) considers the relation between diameter of particles (D) and stream parameters: discharge (Q, m3), depths (h,), width (B,) and channel slope (i).
F=

0. 5 ö2
Dæ
çQ ÷ ,
ç
÷
hiè Bi 0. 2 ø

(6)

Deterministic character of models, if they are used for concrete sections of
a channel, leads to uncertainty of results. The values of factors within one approach indirectly indicate the intensity of channel deformations, but the comparison of different approaches shows bad consistence of results. Theoretical stability of separate sections of the River Desna channel changes from high to low
depending on the chosen model. The real displacement of the Desna channel is
up to 4.0 meters a year. Bad consistence of the modelling results with real conditions is explained on the one hand by the approach to modelling, and on the other
hand by the features of alluvium of the River Desna (Photo 1.C). The use of diameter of sandy particles for the description of the factors interfering with washout is incorrect for river channel and floodplain, in a considerable part composed
of loamy-sandy and sandy-loamy deposits.
To define the intensity of channel displacement we propose the following algorithm. The first stage is the choice of the description way of the factors defining the intensity of channel displacement. The second stage is the definition of
the intensity of channel displacement in key sections for which the relation be-
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tween factors is determined. The third stage – the statistical analysis of spatial
distribution of the intensity of channel displacement.
We expressed the strength properties of alluvial deposits through the indicator of resistance of channel-composing ground to washout R (N), which was published by Professor G. V. Bastrakov (1994). The basis for the method of R definition is the principle of ground washout by a free compact stream of water of
a certain capacity.
While examining grounds with natural structure the sufficient rate of washout (V > 0.001 km/s) was defined by preliminary researches. Based on their results, necessary working pressure (h) was selected. Permissible depth of washout
is defined by a condition of preservation of compactness of a stream. For not
flooded stream it is accepted 0.12 m.
Resistance to washout is expressed by the relation of capacity of a washing
stream to the rate of washout:
R = N/V = Nt/lr ,
(7)
Where N – capacity of a stream on the exit from nozzle, Wt; V – average rate
of washout, km/s; t – washout time, s; l – depth (length) of washout, m.
Indicator use is quite proved theoretically, and its values have good convergence with the basic engineering-geological characteristics of grounds – angle of
internal friction and coupling (correlation factors – (–0.75) and 0.70, respectively).
Thus, the relative stability of a channel is defined by the relation between
strength properties of channel-composing grounds (R) and stream parameters,
for the description of which the values of mean annual water discharges are used
(Q, m3/c). Further – factor of channel stability – Ku.
Ku = R/Q
(8)
The size of channel displacement for key sections is obtained by imposing
of geoimages occurring at different times – satellite pictures and topographic
maps made using GIS-technologies. Intensity of longitudinal and lateral displacement of the channel, defined during 20 years, in all key sites makes more
than 0.5 m a year (on the average nearby 2.0–3.0) (Lobanov, Smirnova 2006).
Values of channel stability factor for key sites are classified into 7 classes by
Starjess technique (Nekos et al. 1984). Character of distribution, sharply expressed, is left sided. In the left part it is more than 85% of values of channel stability factor, the sections with the maximum intensity of riverbank retreat (more
than 2.5 m a year) fall into the same area (Photo 1.D). Thus, mostly channel sections with values of stability factor below average are intensively displaced.
They are characterized by low durability of grounds or high discharges of water.

A

B

C

D

Photo 1. A. Landslide deformations on the high chalk slope of the Desna River near Bryansk
(photo by G. Janicki); B. Landslide deformations on the high sand slope of the Desna River in
Pavlovka (photo by E. Smirnova); C. Riverbank erosion of the Desna River near Byransk city
(photo by E. Smirnova); D. Riverbank erosion of the Desna River and technics of prevention in
Negotino (photo by E. Smirnova)
A. Osuwiska na stromym i wysokim kredowym brzegu Desny w okolicy Briañska (fot. G. Janicki); B. Osuwiska na stromym i wysokim piaszczystym brzegu Desny w okolicy wsi Pavlovka
(fot. E. Smirnova); C. Erozja boczna koryta Desny w okolicy Briañska (fot. E. Smirnova);
D. Erozja boczna koryta Desny i techniki jej zapobiegania we wsi Negotino (fot. E. Smirnova)
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The probability of intensive displacement of a channel at values of factor above
average decreases to 15%. The probability model shows good convergence with
real conditions and it appears more reliable for the forecast of channel
deformations.
CONCLUSIONS

Probability character of the course of geological-geomorphological exogenous processes defines limited use of deterministic models. Accumulation in
a ground mass of pressure at a favourable combination of factors raises the probability of development of landslide deformations. At a favourable combination
of factors – stream energy, ground stability, angle of stream approach to riverbank – the probability of lateral erosion of a channel increases. These are examples of the probability approach, unlike deterministic, unequivocally connecting
the value of factors and intensity of process. The use of likelihood models is
most justified in the conditions of stochastic change of geomorphological characteristics of slopes, their geological structure or combinations of riverbank resistance to washout with kinetic energy of a stream. The construction of semi
empirical model, adequately describing the development of exogenous process
in a local section, is possible, but is not necessary in the analysis of relief stability in a considerable area. Spatial variability of factors limits the possibility
of application of such a model for more or less remote territory or a river stretch.
It is more preferable to estimate the probability of development of a process
in a specific part of territory regarding interrelation of factor values defining it.
Leading factors in the investigated territory are allocated by the statistical analysis of space of signs. The interrelation of factors is described through the criterion of landslide stability of slopes (Ks) and stability factor of river channels
(Ku). Adequacy of models is confirmed by theoretical results well coordinated
with real conditions. The probability of very intensive development of exogenous processes increases at the optimum for them combinations of factors. For
the development of landslide deformations – a combination of low durability and
considerable height of slopes; for intensive river erosion – rather low erosive stability of floodplain grounds and high velocity of a stream.
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STRESZCZENIE
Celem pracy by³o przetestowanie uniwersalnych modeli matematycznych stosowanych
w badaniach geomorfologicznych i geoekologicznych do oszacowania stabilnoœci systemów
geomorfologicznych oraz predykcji kierunków i tempa ich rozwoju. Do badañ wybrano systemy
stokowe i korytowe znajduj¹ce siê w zlewni œrodkowego biegu rzeki Desny, której re¿im
hydrologiczny kszta³tuje klimat umiarkowanie kontynentalny, odznaczaj¹cy siê du¿¹ czêstoœci¹
ulew letnich. Obszar badañ obejmuje zró¿nicowane pod wzglêdem geologiczno-morfologicznym
mezoregiony Wy¿yny Œrodkoworosyjskiej, tj. czêœæ Wynios³oœci Smoleñskiej i Briañskiej oraz
Równiny Naddnieprzañskiej. Do szczegó³owych badañ modelowych wybrano stoki o ró¿nej
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wysokoœci (od 12 do 50 m), nachyleniu (od 10 do 35°) i budowie geologicznej oraz 30 przekrojów
testowych dla ró¿nych odcinków koryta meandruj¹cej Desny, o œrednim rocznym przep³ywie
89 m3·s-1.
Do oceny stabilnoœci stoków i koryta Desny u¿yto modeli deterministycznych i probabilistycznych. Estymacja stabilnoœci stoków przez modele deterministyczne, bazuj¹ce na
relacjach pomiêdzy si³ami spójnoœci i zsuwaj¹cymi masy osadów na powierzchni poœlizgu,
wygenerowa³y wyniki znacznie odbiegaj¹ce od danych empirycznych, a ich niedopasowanie
wynika³o z nieokreœlonoœci powierzchni poœlizgu oraz niepe³nego rozpoznania uwzglêdnianych
w równaniu parametrów fizycznych w ró¿nych czêœciach stoku. Znacznie lepsze rezultaty
uzyskano przy zastosowaniu analizy statystycznej wybranych parametrów geologiczno-morfologicznych i modelu probabilistycznego. Przy tym podejœciu do oceny stabilnoœci stoków
wybrano takie czynniki, jak: wysokoœæ i nachylenie stoków oraz wskaŸniki geotechniczne osadów
dolnej czêœci stoków, w miejscu powstania deformacji osuwiskowych. Scharakteryzowano
w sumie 45 rodzajów stoków, których parametry pogrupowano w oparciu o metodê Srarjess
w siedem klas. Najwiêksza liczebnoœæ deformacji osuwiskowych wystêpuje w pierwszej klasie
stoków (44% zajêtej powierzchni), która obejmuje wysokie i strome stoki (do 20°) suchych dolin
i zboczy Desny, silnie uwodnione, w dolnej czêœci zbudowane z piasków gruboziarnistych lub
ilastych oraz kredy pisz¹cej.
Podobnie w przypadku oceny stabilnoœci koryta Desny wyniki wygenerowane przez modele
deterministyczne odbiega³y od empirycznych, co jest efektem s³abego dopasowania modeli
teoretycznych do rzeczywistych warunków aluwialnej równi zalewowej Desny. Wyniki zgodne
z danymi empirycznymi dostarczy³o podejœcie probabilistyczne, przeprowadzone wed³ug schematu: wybór czynników opisuj¹cych intensywnoœæ przemieszczania koryta, okreœlenie intensywnoœci przemieszczania koryta w profilach testowych, a nastêpnie statystyczna analiza rozk³adu
przestrzennego tego czynnika. Takimi czynnikami dobrze opisuj¹cymi stabilnoœæ koryta mog¹
byæ analizowane w pracy odpornoœæ gruntu buduj¹cego koryto na erozjê oraz œredni roczny
przep³yw w korycie.

